INCREASE IN DIVORCE
CADES MURET SHOWS NEARLY A MILLION IN TWENTY YEARS.
Growing About Four Times as Fast as in Pre-War Days, It Was Found This Week.
Marriage Rate.
Washington - Divorce and marriage rates have increased 200 per cent during the past 20 years.

The late number of marriages in the United States was 5,200,000, compared to 3,200,000 in 1930, a figure that was twice as high as that of the 1900 figure of 1,500,000. The number of divorces in the country is also expected to reach the same level by 1950, and the number of both are expected to increase by 200 per cent during the next 20 years.

Millions in Canal

MILLIONS AT THE CANAL

BIG SHIP ALREADY UNDER CONSTRUCTION

An Annual Report of the Panama Canal Commission, submitted to the Senate by President Coolidge, shows that the shipyards at the Panama Canal are already under construction.

Washington - The United States is 17 years behind the construction date of the Panama Canal, which is expected to be completed in 1914. The construction of the canal began in 1907, but the ships were not ready to begin the operations until 1914. The ships will not be ready until 1915, but the commission has already placed orders for 100,000 tons of steel and 50,000 tons of mercury.

The commission also reported that the cost of the construction of the canal is expected to be $300,000,000, which is far in excess of the original estimate of $250,000,000.

The commission said that it had ordered the construction of the locks, which are expected to cost $70,000,000. The locks will be capable of turning 1,000,000 tons of water per day.

The commission reported that the construction of the locks and the canal will cost a total of $300,000,000, or about $30 a foot of water.
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